Premenstrual anxiety and depression: comparison of objective psychological tests with a retrospective questionnaire.
Increased anxiety and depression are among the most frequently reported psychological problems in women seeking help for severe symptomatic premenstrual change, but there has been little objective evaluation of these symptoms. We therefore examined the results of objective psychological testing in 40 women with no apparent psychiatric or psychological disorder who had reported moderate to extreme increased anxiety and depression on a retrospective assessment form. Scores on the State-Trait Anxiety Inventory and Institute of Personality and Ability Testing (IPAT) Depression Scale increased from the low symptom intermenstrual phase of the cycle (days 5-10) to the premenstrual phase (within the last 6 days of the cycle), suggesting that retrospective complaints of increased premenstrual anxiety and depression can be confirmed on objective psychological assessment. However, it was observed that the distribution of intermenstrual IPAT depression scores was bimodal. Cyclic changes varied among the tests depending upon the IPAT depression score. The study suggests that 2 populations may exist in this screened sample; one population appears to have "pure PMS" and the second groups manifests a premenstrual exacerbation of subclinical depression.